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Wildfires
Droughts
Floods
Tornadoes
Snow & Ice
Tropical Storms
Severe Storms
Hurricanes
Chemical spills

Natural and man-made disasters affect 1,000s of communities
each year prompting microbial and chemical risks
Weidhass et al. 2016. J. Environ. Qual. https://www.doi.org/10.2134/JEQ2016.03.0090

EnvironmentAmerica.org
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Almeda Fire, 2020
Phoenix, OR, Oregon DOT
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Water Infrastructure
Damage and Community
Impacts
Physical Damage
Damage to assets like tanks, hydrants,
meter boxes, service lines, meters,
valves, leading to leaks, breaks, and no
longer working properly
Chemical, Biological, and Radiological
Contamination
Originating in source, treatment OR
distribution systems

2020 wildfire incidents are not yet fully
documented
Some water systems have been affected
and reported chemical contamination.
Responses are ongoing.
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What is it?
Where is it?
Do I need to warn customers?
How do I get it out – quickly and safely?
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When contamination is suspected
…. what do you know how to do?
… what do you expect others to do?
Whelton et al. 2006. Journal AWWA. https://doi.org/10.1002/j.1551-8833.2006.tb07734.x
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Expertise Needed – Utilities need help, can’t do it alone
Analytical chemistry
Exposure assessment
Toxicology
Risk assessment
Chemical fate/transport in the
water distribution system, plastics
vs. metals
Engineering
Hydraulics

Waste characterization and
disposal
Logistics
Disaster communications
Community health
Debris removal
Procurement/ contracting
Regulatory compliance
Public policy
And more…
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The 2017 Tubbs Fire: Drinking water volatile organic
compound (VOC) and SVOC (semi-volatile organic
compound) contamination was discovered
Oct. 8, Fire began and Oct. 31, 2017 was contained
36,807 acres
5,636 structures destroyed, in City of Santa Rosa 2,500 parcels burned

Oct. 10, City of Santa Rosa issued boil water advisory
Nov. 8, Drinking water odor complaint
City found benzene > CA MCL (1 ppb) and USEPA MCL (5 ppb)

Nov. 10 – Oct. 11, 2018, Do Not Drink-Do Not Boil advisory
352 parcels in advisory area, 0.08% water mains, 0.2% hydrants, 5% of
meters, ~5.2 miles
Affected only 9 of 13 standing homes (occupied)

CalFIRE

Less than 20 people affected out of 175,155 on this water system
Subsequent tests revealed much more VOC water contamination
Contaminated water found outside the advisory area
Proctor et al. 2020. AWWA Water Science. https://doi.org/10.1002/aws2.1183

There were many lessons…
Initial estimated removal/replacement cost: $44 million
Actual investigation and replacement cost: $8 million

Multiple VOCs, SVOCs, TICs detected
Multiple VOCs exceeded acute and chronic drinking water exposure
limits, not much SVOC testing conducted

DND-DNB advisory based on early benzene results

A Few
Lessons
Learned

Water tested for 100+ chems, 34 routinely later in response
Repeated location sampling was necessary to find contamination
Stagnation “soak time” was needed to find contamination (often > 72 hr)
More than benzene exceeded acute and chronic exposure limits
Sometimes + 77% benzene difference in duplicate water samples for single location
Decided > 0.5 ppb benzene prompted asset replacement
Greatest VOC contamination found in service lines (max. 40,000 ppb benzene)
All contaminated hydrants, water mains, ARVs, blow offs, service lines were replaced
Long-term VOC monitoring required
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The 2018 Camp Fire: A different scale
Nov. 8, deadliest and most destructive in state history
153,336 acres, 14,000+ homes destroyed in a few hours
85 fatalities, 3 firefighters injured
40,000 people issued boil water advisories, 13+ systems
100s of miles of pipes contaminated or damaged
2,400+ private wells

Dec. 19, 1 PWS found benzene by 14 day TAT, different
PWS issued Do Not Drink-Do Not Boil advisory
Over months, widespread hazardous waste scale
benzene contamination found in multiple PWS
distribution systems. Other chemicals found above
safe limits when benzene wasn’t an issue.
Contaminated water delivered for 6+ months to
thousands of ‘standing homes’

Each dot represents a destroyed
structure in Paradise

Proctor et al. 2020. AWWA Water Science. https://doi.org/10.1002/aws2.1183

1 State, 1 Disaster, different expectations for 3 water systems
1 system, Paradise repair/replacement cost: $150 million (so far), 1+ years
1 system issued a DND-DNB advisory based on other nearby utility benzene results
2 other systems had benzene contamination, one >500 ppb, water use was permitted

A Few
Lessons
Learned

Multiple VOCs (max. >2,217 ppb benzene), multiple systems had >500 ppb benzene
Methylene chloride exceeded MCL when benzene was below safe limits
Paradise was almost required by permit amendment to only look for benzene and
test every home, 1 cold water location, 1 time
6 months postfire, toxicologists define 26 ppb benzene posed short-term health risk
+ 290% benzene difference in duplicate water samples
Citizens told by state and 1 utility odor was primary way to determine water safety
Citizens told by state stagnation not needed for 7 months, then said yes
Citizens given building testing policy that defied logic, did not protect health
Commercial labs advised homeowners to flush for 10+ min. before sampling
Some home insurance consultants “did not believe” in stagnation, didn’t use it
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2020 CZU Lightning Complex Fire
Utility 1: 42 ppb benzene + more
(Yes bathe, no wait don’t bathe)
Utility 2: 1.8 ppb benzene + more

County health
departments initially
did not mention VOCs
and SVOCs… still
missed stagnation

2020 LNU Lightning Complex Fire
Napa Co. 31 chems, other systems…

2020 Oregon Fires
Phoenix, Talent, Gates, Detroit, ….
BWAs issued, lifted, then tested

Oregon’s 2020 water
contamination policy
corrected most
California policy
deficiencies, BUT…

No SVOC testing
In-home testing by a Oregon recommended
commercial lab had no value
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September 2017: Hurricane Maria,
Puerto Rico
September 27, PRDOH: Issued a boil water advisory

October 2, USEPA: “If you don’t have safe bottled water, you
should boil water to make it safe”
October 11, Utility: “...water that is arriving in homes
complies with all of the federal and state requirements of
the SDWA that is administered by the [DOH] and EPA”
October 12, PRDOH: …drinking water tests “postponed until
normality in terms of the water supply is achieved”
2 months later, conflicting drinking water safety messages
being shared by utilities, FEMA, and the primacy agency
Exum et al. 2018. https://www.doi.org/10.1007/s40572-018-0200-5.
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January 2014: Chemical Spill,
Charleston, West Virginia – Licorice
smelling water for 300,000 people
• Do Not Use order issued to protect people

• Full chemical screen not conducted,
responders naïvely believed 4-MCHM was
the only chemical of concern
• CDC’s 4-MCHM chemical risk assessment
for the screening level didn’t consider
inhalation exposure (ingestion only)
• 11 days later tank company said more
chemicals were present (i.e., Stripped PPH).
Water testing for this hadn’t been conducted,
no fate or risk assessment either.
• Population flushed hot contaminated water
into their homes as recommended by
responders. This prompted illness.

Whelton et al. 2018. https://www.doi.org/10.1039/C5EW00294J
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When disaster strikes, there is a shared responsibility for
returning water systems back to service.
The many decisions require a variety of professionals with
different expertise.
Utilities cannot, and should not, be encouraged to do it alone.
Agencies and external (non-governmental) SMEs must help.

Evidence-Based Decisions
Thoughts on “The Playbook”
Evidence-Based
adjective
/ˈev.ɪ.dənsˌbeɪst/
supported by scientific research

If there is a credible health risk, we should invoke Tier 1
Public Notification – Immediate Notice [SDWA]
1. Describe violation or situation, including the contaminant(s) of concern,
& (as applicable) the contaminant level(s).
2. When the violation or situation occurred (i.e., date, etc.).
3. Any potential adverse health effects from drinking the water & standard
language regarding the situation.
4. The population at risk, including subpopulations that particularly
vulnerable if exposed to the contaminant in their drinking water.
5. Whether alternate water supplies should be used.
6. Actions consumers should take, including when they should seek
medical help.
7. What the PWS is doing to correct the violation or situation.
8. When the PWS expects to return to compliance or resolve the situation.
9. The name, business address, & phone number or those of a designee of
the PWS as a source of additional information concerning the notice.
10. A statement (see standard distribution language below) encouraging
notice recipients to distribute the notice to others, where applicable.
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Issue a protective advisory
Does ingestion exposure present an acute health risk?
Will the predicted indoor air exposure prompt acute
health impacts?
Will skin contact cause acute health impacts?

Were sensitive populations considered? bottle fed
infants, pregnant women, immunocompromised
DO NOT tell people to smell the water to determine if
it’s safe
Who is responsible for damage to customer property if
you pump contamination in their building?

There’s no federal precedent
for a DND-DNB advisory
But that’s okay. Define it.
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Volatile chemicals require RAPID chemical
air exposure modeling for risk assessment

Was it done?
Who’s going to do it?

Showering, hot
Showering, cold
Bathing
Dishwasher
Sinks
Flushing to remove plumbing contamination
(what temp?)
And more…
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Urgent (hours to a few days)
PWS testing to identify and respond
• All hands on deck from a technical analytical perspective
• Look for what, where to collect samples, the procedure (stagnation?), labs for fast TAT
• Tentatively identified compounds (haz waste site investigations apply this)
WARNING: Many commercial labs do not have expertise to do investigations, they just analyze water
• Specific expertise needed, government agencies should rapidly bring in state lab experts
• Give this information to health risk assessors to determine exposure risks
• Once you know what’s there you can back off and narrow the chemical screens on water

Longer-term (weeks to months)
PWS testing to recover system
• You know what you are looking for and know what the cleanup/acceptable levels are

• Commercial labs good for this once they have a method
• Return to new normal
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Remove contamination and confirm removal
• Contaminated water disposal
•
•
•
•

PWS’s may have thousands to millions of gallons of contaminated water.
State should help the utility rapidly identify how this can be handled.
Critical PPE and handling procedures needed
RCRA and hazardous waste (i.e., > 500 ppb benzene water )

• Contaminated infrastructure identification
• Test for specific chemicals, procedure (stagnation?), what does customer do
during testing (i.e., hose over, bulk water delivery)?

• Contaminated infrastructure decontamination or replacement
• Customer property backflow risk and PWS recontamination
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Parallel challenges faced by your customer’s
1. Anxiety, stress, and depression, children, pregnant women,
immunocompromised
2. Insurance companies may leave them no choice but live in the disaster zone
3. Plumbing contamination and testing, logistics and cost
4. Alternate water sources (tanks, home treatment devices), logistics and cost
5. Incompetent insurance company consultants
6. Concerns about re-contaminating their plumbing
7. Commercial labs encourage mishandling of home water samples, data has no
value
8. State/county/feds issuing dissimilar guidance confusing your customers
9. Customer irrigation systems, customers with septic tanks
10. Neighboring utilities who may or may not be following most protective
approach
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The state is responsible for the
emergency water supply, not the PWS
Title 42 U.S. Code Section § 300g–2, State primary enforcement responsibility
(a) IN GENERAL For purposes of this subchapter, a State has primary enforcement
responsibility for public water systems during any period for which the
Administrator determines (pursuant to regulations prescribed under subsection (b))
that such State—
…
(5) has adopted and can implement an adequate plan for the provision of safe
drinking water under emergency circumstances including earthquakes,
floods, hurricanes, and other natural disasters, as appropriate
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Gaps and Traps
• Government representatives showing up sometimes do not understand
their roles and responsibilities, their own agency’s expertise, don’t have
the necessary expertise, and/or sometimes are encouraged to just listen
• Concept of Operations Plan needed (CONOPS): Roles and responsibilities
• Evidence-based water use warnings / public notifications
• Rapid screening for contaminated water with unknown chemicals
• Rapid testing and decontamination of distribution systems
• Evidence-based building plumbing decisions
• Water testing methods to confirm safe/unsafe systems… there are none.
• Decontamination methods for chemical contamination…. there are none.
• In-home water treatment methods … none certified for excessive contamination.
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In 2014, we
identified water
contamination
disaster response
needs

Whelton et al. 2006. Environ. Sci.: Wat. Res. Technol. https://doi.org/10.1039/C5EW00294J
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Utilities cannot, and should not, be encouraged to do it alone.
Agencies and external (non-governmental) SMEs must help.
To protect communities, informed partnerships and leadership
is needed. Let’s do this together.

Slides and other information posted at www.PlumbingSafety.org
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Plumbing education videos
Flushing plans
Plumbing explainers
List of projects
Scientific opinions
Resources  presentations
Scientific reports
External plumbing docs
YouTube Channel
 Wildfire response and
recovery video
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